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ABSTRACT

Some details of the C/D model are specified, in
conjunction with studies of various languages, with
respect to an optimal feature specification system and the
phonetic implementation of syllables in the given
language. The prosodic organization of syllables and
boundaries is discussed, with some particular properties of
this theory including a clear distinction between metrical
control that specifies stress (i.e., syllable magnitude)
patterns accompanying durational effects, and tonal
structures. Phonological specifications are given as an
unordered set of features. For onset or coda in English,
among other languages, a place feature, with {voice}
optionally marked, is specified not more than once, only
for one obstruent manner for onset or coda. A voicing
contour principle is assumed: syllables are defined in the
given language such that, syllable internally, the phonetic
status contour contains no break of voicing stretch in
terms of laryngeal control functions.

1. SYLLABLE-BASED REPRESENTATION

The Converter/Distributor (C/D) model [1, 2] comprise
several components for mapping the input specification of
an utterance to observable speech signals as its output. By
trying a large number of input specification sets and
comparing the predicted output signal properties with
observed speech signals that can be interpreted as
reflecting the hypothesized input conditions, we can
accept or reject the model. By comparing predicted output
signals for different input conditions systematically,
automatically to the extent possible, we may modify
system properties, in particular system parameter settings
for some aspects of the input specifications, to improve the
model.

The Converter interprets all input specifications, sorts
them out and passes parts of the input specification to
pertinent components of the model. We assume that the
input contains the specification of each word in terms of
syllable feature specifications and specifications for the
organization of words and phrases as a linguistic form that
is used for the utterance. Among such phonological
information, Converter evaluates the phonological
metrical structure of phrases given as part of the input and
modifies it according to paraphonologic and phonetic
specifications, and generates a linear sequence of syllable
pulses and intervening boundary pulses, each pulse being
assigned a numeric magnitude. This syllable-boundary
pulse train with controlled pulse magnitudes represents the
phonetic metrical structure as the skeletal representation of
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tterance prosody. The Converter then identifies
nantal features associated with each syllable and
 this information to the Distributor, which interprets
e specifications for each syllable margin component,
nset, coda, and each of syllable affixes (s-fix or p-
 applicable, in terms of elemental gestures.

t of Actuators, representing different control
sions of articulatory devices, say muscle subsets,
ments their designated elemental gestures for each
le component in the pertinent articulatory devices.
implementation of each elemental gesture is
med by identifying the pertinent local time function,
e impulse response function (IRF) in the stored IRF
and evoking it by an excitation pulse of the syllable
nent. The response function, which starts from a
osition and returns to the slowly changing value of
se position displays a characteristic movement of the
nantal gesture. Öhman [3] described this type of
rally local gesture as consonantal perturbation. The
tion pulse has the same magnitude as the syllable
but is shifted in time to each edge of the syllable
triangle, which surrounds the syllable pulse with
nt angles defining an abstract core duration by the
nd right ends. The response functions, amplified
ing to the syllable magnitude by the same
lication factor for all tautosyllabic gestures and

oned in time relative to the syllable pulse, are
mposed onto the control function in the pertinent
latory dimension of the base function.

Converter generates the base function of the
nce. The syllable-boundary pulse train, or the time
 of syllable triangles, i.e., the core triangle plus
mental s-fix triangles, etc., constructed thereupon,
tutes the skeleton of the base function. Melody
l functions in many articulatory/phonatory
sions are also generated by the Converter and they
ked, syllable by syllable, to the skeleton.  The base

on is a time function, which changes slowly and
hly at the syllabic rate. The dimensions of the
y include vowel gestures implementing vocalic
e specifications for the syllable nuclei, as well as
patterns as seen as phrasal intonation patterns [4].
rosodically controlled mandibular movement [5]

tutes one dimension of the base function, reflecting
llable magnitude in the skeletal structure [6, 7].

2. SYLLABLES IN THE LEXICON

 is no role of phonemic segments in this theory of
tic implementation. The Converter interprets the



phonological features pertaining to each syllable in the
lexical representation. For example, an utterance in
isolation of the word ‘pat’ in English reflects a
phonological identification of the syllable, which contains
the onset specification {labial O, stop O}. The superscript O
indicates that the feature specification pertains to the onset
component of the syllablei.  An obstruent manner feature,
one of {stop}, {fricative}, {spirantized} or {nasal} in
English [23, 24], always accompanies a place
specification, {labial}, {apical}, {coronal}, or {dorsal}.ii

The Distributor passes this phonological specification to
the pertinent Actuator that handles a bilabial stop, in this
example. Note that our phonetic implementation system is
properly for English; a {labial, fricative} implies a
labiodental fricative.iii Such a phonetic implementation
detail is part of the property of the pertinent Actuator and
its associated IRF for English, a particular dialect and
ideolect. The IRF table is designed in terms of parametric
values that defines the set of all elemental gestures,
according to a general model of elemental gesture time
functions.

The realization of an elemental gesture takes the following
process. First, a syllable triangle is constructed around the
syllable pulse for the core of the syllable using a “shadow”
angle set for a certain discourse domain. The triangle
defines a “core duration” for the syllable, as described
above. Let us call these edges the onset and coda edges,
respectively. Second, an onset pulse is erected at the onset
edge in time, and a coda pulse at the coda edge, both with
their magnitude copied from the syllable pulse. Third, the
onset and coda pulses excite, respectively, pertinent IRFs
to implement abstract onset and coda elemental gestures,
according to the feature specifications.  The onset and
coda gestures implementing the same feature (set) are
generally different as local time functions, with respect to
the shape of the function as well as its timing relative to
the excitation pulse. Note, in particular, that all temporal
ordering information of different gestures that belong to
the same syllable component, onset, coda, or each syllable
affix (s-fix in English), however complex a consonantal
phonemic cluster it may correspond to (e.g., all phonetic
events roughly corresponding to the phonemic segments
of /spr/ , {spirantized, labial, rhotic} in the onset of
‘spring’), all the tautosyllabic set of gestures are evoked
by the same single excitation pulse that controls the
magnitudes (amplification factors) [8]. Note that,
generally, place is specified only once paired with
maximally one obstruent feature in onset, coda, or each s-
fix, and therefore, there is no need for specifying temporal
ordering of feature specifications. The temporal pattern of
gesture implementations including their overlapping also
is, presumably completely, predicted by the inherent
impulse response functions of individual elemental
gestures, and is automatically adjusted for the particular
prosodic situation according to the syllable-boundary
pulse train configuration.
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3. BASE FUNCTION FEATURES

ic and tonal contours, as melodic aspects of the base
on, basically represent temporal switching from
le to syllable. The specifications for such syllabic
 contours are provided using phonological features,
c or tonal. Assume an utterance of ‘It’s a platform’,
utral utterance without any focus. The four syllables
s utterance are assigned syllable magnitudes as
ted in a CD diagram (see [2] for some examples) by
ze of four similar triangles, forming a metrical
n of this utterance, with the tonic accent placed on
st syllable of ‘platform’. The neutral intonation does
ecify any meaningful phrasal tone features, and the
t voice pitch contour is more or less similar to the
pattern (see below). Corresponding to the vocalic
logical feature front vs. back, tongue body position
anced (above a reference line for neutral position)
e first and third syllables and retracted (below
l) for the fourth syllable, the second syllable being

ed (schwa) and unspecified. This underlying
tic status contour, in a form of a step function with
ional breaks, for tongue advancing/retracting along
other vocalic, voicing, and tonal control patterns,
tute phonetic status contours in different
latory/phonatory dimensions. To form a control
on, for each control dimension in the pertinent
latory/phonatory dimension, line segments are
cted filling gaps by linear interpolation ramps,
ng in a step-trapezoidal function. This underlying
l function connecting syllable target values is then
t to a coarticulatory smoothing process to form
uous time functions for controlling different
les of the Signal Generator, which is a strongly
ear and multidimensional system simulating the

h production process.

neutral value of the syllable magnitude, an inherent
 gesture is a positive or negative target deviation
the neutral value by a default amount (a system
eter for the utterance condition). In a given prosodic
on of the utterance, this target value is enhanced or
essed by an amount corresponding to the excess or
ge of the syllable magnitude. The prosodic
nent of mandible height (see below) is computed

rly as an aspect of the base function directly linked
 metrical structure as represented by the syllable-
ary pulse train. This step-like response to the
le pulse excitation, according to the syllabic feature
ication such as front vs. back, also applies to a pitch
ment, representing high vs. low, as we see in
tion theory [9]. However, it is also possible that
movements are evoked by a consonantal (tonal)

e specification associated with onset or coda, as a
ic movement pattern, just as other consonantal
latory gestures, superimposed onto an intersyllabic
ke control function. Chinese tone systems [10, 11,
ay combine both static (vocalic) and dynamic
nantal) voice pitch control within the syllable. It is
ossible that both stress (syllable magnitude) control



involving durational change and pitch (or more generally
voice quality) control are combined for a lexical accent.

4. PHRASE ORGANIZATION

It is worth noting that phonetic phrasing patterns can be
inferred purely empirically by comparing articulatory
movement patterns of two utterances of the same word
sequences, differing from each other solely in prosodic
patterns [2, 13]. This technique of revealing the difference
in metrical structure also makes it possible to evaluate the
difference of phrase boundary magnitudes as well as the
local speeds of utterance (syllabic rate) for each phonetic
phrase, given a pair of the same sentence minimally
different in prosodic pattern.

Phonetic phrasing patterns are being systematically
studied using our Red [14] and Blue Pine databases [15,
16] pertaining to (repeated) corrections of one of three
digits, five or nine, in a street address.

5. CONSEQUENCES OF STRESS CONTROL

5.1. STRESS VS. TONE
One crucial prediction of the C/D model is that stress
dictates (local) rhythm, not only in terms of measures of
“forcefulness” of articulation and phonation, but also
durational modulation of syllable manifestation (apart
from its interaction with boundary magnitudes, which has
to be handled by a higher level model of prosodic
structure). The pulse height distribution of the syllable-
boundary pulse train, adjusted with syllable type
information [25], completely determines the temporal
patterning of the utterance. Once the magnitude and
thereby the time value for each syllable are determined,
the temporal organization of each syllable with its internal
structure of gestures is completely computable.

In a language like Tokyo Japanese, in contrast, tonal
control is governed lexically by pitch accent specification
[4]. Chinese languages as well as many African languages
also use lexical specifications of voice pitch control
patterns, independently from stress control. In actual
utterances of even words in isolation, however, phonetic
properties of phrasal organization, or corresponding
properties of boundaries, strongly influence signal
characteristics. Thus, in English, for example,
phonological features of a particular phrase may use
specific tonal features, such as phrase-final pitch raising
for yes-no questions. In a sarcastic utterance, a tonic
accent placed on a syllable with a very large syllable
magnitude may be associated with a deliberately low F0.
On the other hand, stress control, independently from
lexical pitch control, is used in Japanese conversation at
the phrasal level in different ways and continuously
graded degrees [17].

5.2. VOICE QUALITY
When syllables carry more prominence, a typical situation
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how raised F0, corresponding to higher pulmonary
re [18]. Independent laryngeal control can change
ice pitch, however, as singers practice, and such

rate deviation from the default pattern of pitch
e in emphatic utterances is often observed in daily
rsation, if the expression is ironic, dubious, sarcastic,
ening, etc., as mentioned above. F0 is only one
 of voice quality. Voice source spectra can change
erably by conscious or unconscious control in

nce [19].

AW OPENING AND VOWEL QUALITY
on studied vowel quality change due to syllable
nence in connection with her Blue Pine experiment
ther similar articulatory experiments [20,]. The

s demonstrate significant modification of articulatory
and vocal tract configuration due to syllable

nence. Formant patterns change in a complex
r because of the interaction between the tongue
gesture and mandibular position, either both

buting to the vocal tract configuration to lower the
e surface or competing each other to maintain more
s the same surface height, when syllable magnitude
arged. In the Pine Street data, all key words, ‘five’,
 and ‘pine’, have low vowel so that jaw position
ts prosodic effects most visibly.

COUSTIC SEGMENTAL DURATION
ignal generation by the speech organs exhibits a
 nonlinear property such as deformation of the

e shape due to its contacting surrounding structures.
rude approximation to the complex phenomena [21],
ay crudely assume a simple saturation effect.  In
words, we assume that a flesh point, e.g., on the

e tip/blade, moves upwards as the first part of the
ic motion for the elemental gesture of an apical stop
e movement is completely stopped by collision at
position (articulatory threshold), while the center of
y of the effective part of the tongue continues
g upwards. The articulator eventually returns to the

osition releasing the stop closure at some point, also
threshold height. Our IRF provides the closure
on as a function of the hypothetical threshold
on relative to the movement excursion. We may
e a CVC syllable, V being a high vowel to minimize
w opening effect on the tongue surface position. We
see interesting patterns of either consonantal or
c reduction/deletion in terms of acoustic segmental
on, when the syllable pulse height, relative to the
old of closure, is changed [22]. This is an example
ny complex situations, when we consider prosodic
s on observed segment properties, that we may be
 quantitatively to test the model.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

 is no role of phonemic segments in our theory of
tic implementation. Speech gestures, as we observe
modern articulatory recording techniques, do not



reveal consistent evidence of “simultaneous” bundles of
distinctive features in the form of coherent temporal
segments. Approximate constancy of salient events for
obstruent consonants, such as [s], is overwhelmingly
consequential perceptually particularly in onset, revealing
the crucial feature. Non-crucial articulators do not exhibit
segmental coherence in general. Functionally, from a
phonological point of view, many features as defined in
the classical distinctive feature theory do not have to be
specified for each segment (or root). In fact, in the light of
a more powerful phonetics such as the C/D model, such
nonfunctional specifications for individual speech
segments can be only harmful for representation and
applicational computation. There may be many phonetic
units larger than syllables, but the minimal concatenative
units are syllables, and the minimal contrastive units are
critical feature specified for each syllable component,
temporally linked only to the syllable.
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feature {voice} is specified only when an obstruent
r feature (with  a place feature) is specified and it is
, as opposed to voiceless.

 {coronal, stop} specification, for both onset and
in English, is implemented as the affricate [t] as in
h’ and if there is a concomitant specification
} as [d] as in ‘judge’.
ur analysis, English does not use a manner feature
ate}, while German does as seen in the contrast

en /pf/ {affricate, labial} in ‘Pferd’ (horse) or /ts/ in
 (time) as opposed to /p, f/ or /t, s/.
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